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SayingSaying
Mad as a hatterMad as a hatter, meaning completely crazy, didn’t originate from Lewis Caroll’s Alice in Wonderland. Its origins date from , meaning completely crazy, didn’t originate from Lewis Caroll’s Alice in Wonderland. Its origins date from 
the 17th and 18th centuries — well before Lewis Caroll’s book was published. In 17th century France, poisoning occurred the 17th and 18th centuries — well before Lewis Caroll’s book was published. In 17th century France, poisoning occurred 
among hat makers who used mercury for the hat felt. The “Mad Hatter Disease” was marked by shyness, irritability, and among hat makers who used mercury for the hat felt. The “Mad Hatter Disease” was marked by shyness, irritability, and 
tremors that would make the person appear “mad.”tremors that would make the person appear “mad.”
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The Importance of Effective CommunicationThe Importance of Effective Communication
During Advisory classes, the Grade 6 students have been exploring the importance of communication. Whether verbal, During Advisory classes, the Grade 6 students have been exploring the importance of communication. Whether verbal, 
non-verbal or written, they are learning how to communicate their needs, wants, feelings, etc in a healthy and helpful non-verbal or written, they are learning how to communicate their needs, wants, feelings, etc in a healthy and helpful 
manner. This is done through games, role-play, watching videos, class discussions, etc. manner. This is done through games, role-play, watching videos, class discussions, etc. 

Through this process students are reflecting on why there are at times disagreements, misunderstandings and/or con-Through this process students are reflecting on why there are at times disagreements, misunderstandings and/or con-
flicts within their community. They discovered and agreed that issue lies with unhealthy and ineffective communication. flicts within their community. They discovered and agreed that issue lies with unhealthy and ineffective communication. 
Communication requires two people. One person who is communicating, and the other who is receiving the message. Communication requires two people. One person who is communicating, and the other who is receiving the message. 
You can repeat the same words over and over, but if the recipient is not listening, then your words are not being heard. You can repeat the same words over and over, but if the recipient is not listening, then your words are not being heard. 
As a grade 6 community, we realised that there are some aspects of communication that we need to practice if we want to As a grade 6 community, we realised that there are some aspects of communication that we need to practice if we want to 
communicate effectively.  For example, learning to listen to understand versus listening to respond. communicate effectively.  For example, learning to listen to understand versus listening to respond. 
The first type of communication explored was verbal. The importance of thinking before you speak was emphasized upon The first type of communication explored was verbal. The importance of thinking before you speak was emphasized upon 
students. Sometimes words are said without prior thought that could be hurtful or misconstrued. Taking a moment to students. Sometimes words are said without prior thought that could be hurtful or misconstrued. Taking a moment to 
think about what we are saying, and whether it is True, Helpful, Inspiring, Necessary, or Kind (T.H.I.N.K.) helps al-



Grade 12 College Prep Class!Grade 12 College Prep Class!




